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Accuracy estimation of microwave performance for InP HBTs
based on Monte-Carlo analysis

CAO Ke-Jing， ZHANG Ao， GAO Jian-Jun*
（School of Physics and Electronic Sciences，East China Normal University，Shanghai 200241，China）
Abstract：In order to verify the reliability of the circuit，the microwave performance for InP HBTs is analyzed
based on Monte-Carlo method. The larger the fluctuation range is，the higher the accuracy of extracting intrinsic
parameters is required. The allowable accuracy range can be inferred from the output performance. The micro⁃
wave characteristics are composed of modeled S-parameters，current gain cut-off frequency and maximum oscilla⁃
tion frequency. The standard deviation of Monte-Carlo numerical analysis can be derived from the uncertainty
curve of the intrinsic parameters of the π-topology small signal model. The results of Monte-Carlo analysis show
that the requirements for the accuracy of measurement parameters are quite different under different frequencies
and bias conditions，which verifies the reliability of the circuit under different conditions.
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基于蒙特卡洛分析的 InP-HBT微波特性精度估计

曹珂静， 张 傲， 高建军*
（华东师范大学 物理与电子科学学院，上海 200241）

摘要：为了验证电路的可靠性，对 InP异质结双极晶体管的微波特性进行了基于蒙特卡洛方法的波动分析。
器件微波特性的波动程度不同，波动范围越大说明对本征参数的提取精度要求越高，可以通过输出特性推断

测量可允许的精度范围。微波特性由模型 S参数、电流增益截止频率和最大振荡频率组成，根据π型拓扑结

构小信号模型本征参数的不确定度曲线，可以导出蒙特卡洛数值分析所需的标准差。蒙特卡洛分析结果表

明，在不同的频率不同的偏置条件下，对测量参数准确性的要求差异较大，验证了电路在不同情况下的可

靠性。
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Introduction
InP-based heterojunction bipolar transistors

（HBTs）are gradually applied for the field of microwaveand millimeter wave integrated circuits（ICs）with thegrowing frequencies ［1-4］. And accuracy estimation playsan important role in device modeling［5-7］，which is essen‐tial for a wide range of circuit design［6］.In the process of device modeling，the main reasonfor the accuracy of the output microwave characteristicsof the model is the measurement uncertainty. The S-pa‐rameters measured by the vector network analyzer

（VNA）are used to establish the small-signal models of
the devices. The following uncertainty contributions from
measurement should be taken into account：vector net‐
work analyzer noise and uncertainty of calibration stan‐
dard definitions ［8］. The effect of VNA noise is estimated
by repeated VNA measurements. Compared with calibra‐
tion standard uncertainty，the influence of VNA noise is
often neglected［9］.

The uncertainty of measured parameters of each fre‐
quency is included in the factory instructions in vector
network analyzer. The uncertainty of measured S-parame‐
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ters will be transferred to the microwave performance ac‐curacy of the HBT model through the de-embedding pro‐cess and the small-signal circuit parameters extraction.The process of stripping parasitic components（de-em‐bedding）will transfer the uncertainty of measurement pa‐rameters. However，many experiments show that the un‐certainty transitivity of parasitic components is insignifi‐cant，especially for on-chip testing ［10］. The sensitivityanalysis and uncertainty estimation of π -type small-sig‐nal equivalent circuit of HBTs is derived in the paper
［11］. The study of accuracy in each intrinsic element hasbeen analyzed；the accuracy estimation of microwave per‐formance for the HBT model by Monte-Carlo methods isfurther discussed in this paper.Monte-Carlo method is a common numerical toler‐ance analysis method，which is often used in statistics.In the equivalent circuit，the Monte-Carlo analysis meth‐od can be used to estimate the accuracy range of thewhole model in combination with the uncertainty of all pa‐rameters. The uncertainty of each component has an im‐pact on the accuracy of the HBT small-signal model. TheMonte-Carlo method arranges and combines the possiblevalues of all the components in the accuracy range，andcarries out the circuit analysis after random sampling.In the process of electronic circuit design，Monte-Carlo method is one of the important means to verify theresults of circuit reliability analysis. It can analyze theimpact on electronic components deviating from the stan‐dard value on the output performance，and predict thepass rate before the product is putting into production.On the contrary，the accuracy range of components canbe deduced when a certain qualification rate is required.Electronic circuit tolerance analysis can improve thereliability of electronic circuit designs，shorten the de‐sign time and save the design cost. Sun has analyzed thetolerance to the circuit accuracy by using the method ofmoments before［13］，and Teppati has also estimated theuncertainty of the output characteristics of the transistorequivalent circuit ［9］. Thus，it is necessary to estimatethe accuracy of the circuit model. In this paper，com‐bined with the Monte-Carlo method，the accuracy of mi‐crowave performance for devices can be estimated quick‐ly. This paper is organized as follows. After describingthe small-signal model and uncertainties of the intrinsicelements in Sect. 1，the cutoff frequency，maximum os‐cillation frequency and S-parameters analysis based onMonte-Carlo methods is derived in Sect. 2. Sect. 3 pres‐ents the results and discussion. Finally，conclusion isdrawn in Sect. 4.
1 Uncertainty of small-signal model

The uncertainty estimation is based on the small-sig‐nal model after de-embedding for HBT devices. Figure 1gives the intrinsic part of π-topology small-signal equiva‐lent circuit model of HBT devices ［13］，and it is the mostbasic and widely used model.Where Rbi is the intrinsic base resistance. Rπ repre‐sents the base-emitter resistance. Cμand Cex are the in‐

trinsic and extrinsic base-collector capacitance，respec‐tively. Cπ is the intrinsic base-emitter capacitance. gm istrans-conductance，which is expressed as：
gm = gm0e- jωτπ , （1）

where gm0 represents DC trans-conductance and τπ istime delay.Direct extraction method is the simplest and most ef‐ficient way to build an equivalent model. In the previouspaper ［11］ here choose the π -topology model to analyzesensitivity and uncertainty of HBTs. And the subsequentMonte-Carlo analysis in this paper is based on the sensi‐tivity and uncertainty analysis.Ignoring the effect of de-embedding，the transfer ofuncertainty of the intrinsic part is mainly by the extrac‐tion of small-signal elements. Just consider the part inthe dotted line of Figure 1 to estimate the uncertainty ofthese five parameters in this paper.The sensitivity analysis of the extracted values of theelements should be considered when estimating the un‐certainty of the intrinsic elements. To illustrate the un‐certainty estimation of model parameters with sensitivitydirectly is difficult. Therefore，combined with sensitivityanalysis and VNA instrument uncertainty，the uncertain‐ty of each element can be expressed concretely［11］.It is worth noting that the uncertainty of each ele‐ment varies with frequency. But when extracting parame‐ters，the author refers to the point of the minimum uncer‐tainty as the best extraction frequency point. So we onlyneed to consider the minimum uncertainty of each ele‐ment when we estimate the accuracy of the model circuitperformance.Take Cπ as an example，Fig. 2 shows the uncertain‐ty of Cπ at three different bias currents ［11］. It is foundthat the uncertainty of Cπ is the smallest at about 5. 85GHz at Ib = 40 μA，VCE = 2 V， about 6 GHz at Ib =60 μA，VCE = 2 V，about 5 GHz at Ib = 80 μA，VCE =2 V. Therefore，these frequency points are selected asthe best extraction parameter frequency points，and theuncertainties corresponding to these frequencies are theminimum uncertainties σmin. At the three bias，each σminis shown in Table 1，as well as the other four intrinsic el‐ements.The extracted values and the minimum uncertainties
σminof five parameters under different bias are given

Fig. 1 The intrinsic part of π -topology small-signal equivalent
circuit model of HBT devices
图1 π型HBT器件小信号等效电路模型的本征部分
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here. And two other weakly biased correlated values are：
Cex = 40 fF，Rbi = 130 Ω. Table 1 summarized the ex‐tracted parameters values and minimum uncertainties ofintrinsic parameters under the three different bias condi‐tions.

As can be seen from Table 1，the extracted parame‐ters values of the different bias conditions are different，because these five elements are strongly biased correlat‐ed. It can be found that σmin of Cμ，Cπ，gm0 are relativelysmall under 10%. And the σmin of Rπ is over 10% for thesensitivity formulas taking the element value as a factor.The reason why the minimum uncertainty of τπ is the larg‐est is that it is sensitive to the fluctuate of all S-parame‐ters. The σmin of all parameters is related to the bias，butthe difference is little，because the parameter extractionvalues are different under different bias and the optimalextraction frequencies are also different.
2 Theoretical analysis
2. 1 Monte-Carlo methodsMonte-Carlo method is a numerical statistics methodused to analyze the fluctuation range of device character‐istics，which is a mathematical analysis method based onprobability. It can not only estimate the accuracy of mi‐crowave performance，but also analyze the tolerance inthe opposite direction based on the design requirements.By constructing or describing the random distribution ofeach model parameter in the range of uncertainty andsampling from the random distribution of all parameters，the aggregation of output functions can be established［14］.

Simple mathematical expressions are used to indi‐cate this abstract description. For the random distribu‐tion of each variable，Gaussian distribution is selected toexpress independent variables according to the possibledistribution of the elements in the circuit. Suppose thereare N numbers of elements in an equivalent circuit，andthe expression of each variable can be written as：
Xi = Gauss(value i,σ2

i ),i = i,2,⋯N , （2）
where value i is the extracted value of the correspondingelement，which is regarded as the mathematical expecta‐tion value in Gaussian distribution. And the standard de‐viations σi correspond to the uncertainty of the element.Define xi as a sample of Xi，and x1，x2，…，xN constitutea sampling model. The sampling model can be expressedas

yk = f ( x1,x2,⋯,xN ),k = i,2,⋯M , （3）
here M is the number of samples. As long as M is largeenough，the aggregation of ykcan represent the accuracyrange of the model.In the HBT small-signal model described in Fig. 1，
N = 5. The expectation values of each Gaussian distribu‐tion corresponding to the values in Table 1. The standarddeviation is σmin of each parameter. In the experiment，here take 200 sampling points，M = 200.
2. 2 Calculation of microwave characteristicsIn order to show the accuracy more intuitively，it isnecessary to quantify the microwave characteristics. Asthe important frequency characteristics of devices，fT and
fMAX are the chief microwave performance ［15］. It is also
necessary to compare the modeled S-parameters with themeasured S-parameters，which is an index to measurethe correctness of the small-signal model. But the scatter‐ing parameter itself is a kind of port parameter，so thereis no need to quantize it. Only the quantization formulasfor fT and fMAX are given below.The physical meanings of fT and fMAX are currentgain cutoff frequency and maximum oscillation frequencyrespectively. There are two definitions of fT：one is thefrequency point where transmission hybrid parameter
（H21） is equal to 0dB，and the alternative is extractedfrom the reciprocal slope of the imaginary part for 1/H21in low frequency of the Gummel’s method ［16］. It can besimply defined by mathematical expressions：
H21 = -2S21

(1 - S11 ) (1 - S22 ) + S12S21 ≈
gm0

2πf (Cπ + Cμ + Cex )
, （4）

fT = gm0
2π(Cπ + Cμ + Cex ) , （5）

1
fT
= d
df [ Im (

1
β ) ] | f → 0,β ≈ H21 , （6）

where H21 is the current gain in case of short circuitwhich can be transformed from S-parameters. At low fre‐quency， the current gain β is approximately equalto H21［16］.There are also two ways to define fMAX as the frequen‐cy at which U or MSG/MAG are equal to 0 dB. U is Ma‐

Fig. 2 Estimated relative uncertainty of intrinsic parameters Cπ

versus frequency
图2 本征参数Cπ关于频率的相对不确定度

Table 1 Values and minimum uncertainties of intrinsic
parameters

表1 本征参数的值和对应最小不确定度

Parameter
Cμ/fF
Cπ/pF
Rπ/Ω
gm0/S
τπ/ps

Ib = 40 μA
Value
7. 600
0. 175
730. 0
0. 065
0. 050

σmin（%）
9. 157
8. 924
22. 97
8. 900
121. 4

Ib = 60 μA
Value
7. 550
0. 202
506. 0
0. 102
0. 100

σmin（%）
7. 868
9. 161
15. 28
8. 720
107. 8

Ib = 80 μA
Value
7. 500
0. 248
375. 0
0. 141
0. 12

σmin（%）
8. 047
9. 620
14. 49
8. 643
101. 9

son’s unilateral gain［17］. MSG and MAG are maximumstable gain and maximum available gain. The choice ofMSG/MAG depends on the value of the stability factor k.Here are expressions of defining the parameters：
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,k ≤ 1 . （10）
All the above parameters expressed by the formulasare based on the small-signal circuit model of HBT andits modeled S-parameters. The accuracy range of the mi‐crowave characteristic Ib = 40 μA，VCE = 2 V can be ob‐tained by bringing in the uncertainties of intrinsic ele‐ments and the fluctuating S-parameters.

3 Results and analysis
3. 1 S-parameters analysisThe comparison between modeled S-parameters andmeasured S-parameters is one of the criteria to test thecorrectness of small-signal model in the process of param‐eter extraction. On the basis of the accuracy of the wholemodel obtained by Monte-Carlo method，it must impactthe magnitude and phase of the four S-parameters.The experimental observations show that the uncer‐tainties of elements have little effect on the phase of eachS-parameter，which hardly fluctuates. Figure 3 uses graydotted lines to show the sampled S-parameters，and thered lines corresponding to the measured S-parameters.According to the family of grey dotted lines，directlyshow the fluctuation range of S-parameters when all com‐ponents fluctuate in Gaussian distribution at the sametime. Accuracy ranges of four S-parameters magnitudesversus different frequencies are up to 40 GHz with 40even points. The bias is Ib = 40 μA，VCE = 2 V.It can be observed from Fig. 3 that the fluctuation ofS-parameters magnitude is greatly affected by the uncer‐tainties of the elements. The fluctuation range of S21 isthe large at low frequencies while S12 is greatly influ‐enced by the uncertainties of elements at high frequen‐cies. The relevance between the accuracy range of S11and frequency is small，and S22 is more affected by uncer‐tainties than S11.The main parameters affecting the microwave perfor‐mances of the device are S11 and S21. The physical mean‐ing of S11 is the reflection coefficient or reflection loss ofthe device. And S21 reflects the amplification ability
（gain）of the active device. It can be seen from the fluc‐tuation range in Fig. 3 and the deviation rate in Fig. 4that the deviation of the reflection coefficient is small. Itindicates that the uncertainty of intrinsic parameters has

little effect on S11，and has little effect on its accuracy.When the frequency is below 10 GHz，the gain（S21）isgreatly affected by the fluctuation of intrinsic parame‐ters. It indicates the value of S21 in this frequency rangeis easily affected by the small deviation of parameter ex‐traction，which requires high precision of parameter ex‐traction.In order to quantify the fluctuation range，a conceptcalled deviation rate is proposed. The definition of devia‐tion rate is as follows：
Devpos = S

max
ij - Sstandardij

Sstandardij

× 100% ，（11）

Devneg = S
min
ij - Sstandardij

Sstandardij

× 100% . （12）
Both positive and negative deviation rates change

Fig. 3 Magnitude accuracy of S-parameters（45MHz∼40GHz）
图3 四个S参数的幅值波动范围（45MHz∼40GHz）
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with frequencies，which are also shown in Fig. 4. Eachpositive deviation of S-parameters is represented by a ce‐rulean curve while the negative deviation is representedby a red curve. The bias condition is the same as Fig. 3，
Ib = 40 μA，VCE = 2 V.

3. 2 Current gain cutoff frequency analysisFrom the definition of characteristic frequency（cur‐rent gain cutoff frequency）fT in the previous chapter，thefirst definition is relatively simple and easy to under‐stand. So just need to draw the curve of H21 versus fre‐

quency to get fT. As shown in Figure 5，the abscissa val‐ue of log type is used to compress the decrease from 45MHz to 100 GHz，so that the characteristic frequencycan be more clearly displayed. It can be seen from thefigure that the frequency measured in the experiment at40GHz cannot reach the frequency of fT. From the obser‐vation of the relationship between H21 and frequency，each H21 curve is ultimately parallel，decreasing at thespeed of - 20dB per decade frequency，writing as -20dB/dec.

It is worth noting that H21 has a large fluctuationrange below 1GHz from Fig. 5. The main factor that af‐fects H21 is the gain of transistor，while H21 represents thegain. Combined with the four S-parameters，and fromthe above figure of S21，H21 is easy to be affected by thefluctuation of intrinsic parameters at lower frequency，sothe accuracy of intrinsic parameters extraction is requiredto be higher.Informed of Fig. 5，can find that the accuracy of fTis obvious. The red dotted lines are -20dB/dec extendedreference lines，which draw the extension line of the mea‐sured data and the extension line range given by the sam‐ple data. From the -20dB/dec extension lines，the accu‐racy range of fT is about 45 to 71 GHz at Ib =40 μA，VCE = 2 V. The value ranges of fT under the othertwo bias conditions are also obtained，which are listed inTable 2 together with fMAX. When the collector-emittervoltage is fixed，the larger the base input current is，thelarger the value of fT is. It can also be seen from the ex‐perimental data in Table 2 that the accuracy range in‐creases with the increase of Ib.
3. 3 Maximum oscillation frequency analysis

fMAX is an important power index in RF circuit de‐sign. The two definitions mentioned in the theoreticalanalysis are discussed separately in Figure 6. It is simi‐lar to the method of fT，draw the curve of UdB versus fre‐quency，and extend the curve to U=0 dB according to -10 dB/dec extension line. Since power corresponds tothe formula of square UdB=10 log10 U，use -10dB/dec in‐stead of -20 dB/dec here. In addition，the curve connect‐ing MSG and MAG is also drawn for comparison inFig. 6. Both of them use the gray dotted lines to repre‐

Fig. 4 Positive and negative deviation rates of S-parameters（45
MHz∼40 GHz）
图4 四个S参数的幅值正负偏移率（45 MHz∼40 GHz）

Fig. 5 H21 versus frequency and accuracy range of current gain
cutoff frequency
图5 H21随频率的变化和特征频率的波动范围

sent the accuracy range.

It can be seen from Fig. 6 that the variation of fMAX isalso obvious，which indicates that the uncertainties ob‐tained by the measurement of the intrinsic elements great‐ly affect the performance of microwave characteristics.The values of fMAX obtained by the two definitions have lit‐tle different. The accuracy range defined by UdB is muchlarger than that defined by MSG/MAG. Compared withthe curve of fT，the fluctuation of the curve obtained bythe two definitions of fMAX is smaller.And the accuracy ranges of fMAX under the three biasconditions（Ib = 40 μA，Ib = 60 μA and Ib = 80 μA）aretabulated in Table 2 together with fT.

It can be seen from Table 2 that when the voltage isconstant，the larger the bias current is，the larger the val‐ues of fT and fMAX are. The larger the values of fT and fMAX

are，the larger the fluctuation ranges are. This showsthat when the bias current is larger，the microwave per‐formance of the device has tighter requirement on the ac‐curacy of the intrinsic parameters extraction.
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Table 2 Values and accuracy range of fT and fMAX at
three bias points

表2 fT和 fMAX的值和波动范围 Unit：GHz
Bias

fT

fMAX（U）

fMAX（MSG/MAG）
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Value
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Accuracy
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Value
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